We Blog the World Announces
America Cross Country Tour
January 5, 2015 – San Francisco, CA – We Blog the World, an online luxury and adventure travel
magazine that focuses on Transformative Travel and unique luxury experiences around the globe, announced that
it will take a cross country tour in a Pontiac named Vinny, starting in New York City and ending in California over
a month.
We Blog the World’s cross country tour will be extensively recording the highlights of the trip on social media
using hashtag #WBTWxAmerica. Gear will be packed to the brim, thanks to Yakima and their luggage and bike
racks, photography enhanced thanks to Tiffen’s polarized filters, skin to be protected thanks to UVSkinz and kept
warm through Coleman gear. BuildaSign donated two signs to promote the tour which will be plastered on Vinny’s
doors from the east to the west coast.

The tour will cover West Virginia, Tennessee, Mississippi, Oklahoma, Texas, Arkansas, New Mexico, Arizona and
finally California on a whirlwind travel agenda that will include nature hikes, mountain treks, restaurant and spa
reviews, cultural activities, concerts and music experiences and historical sites.

“From learning and experiencing the Mississippi Delta Blues, bathing in the hot thermal waters that Thomas
Jefferson frequented, hiking through Arkansas’ National Parks, eating our way through Santa Fe and taking in the
breathtaking views of the Arizona desert by helicopter and jeep to eating Texas steak, seeing the largest cattle site
in Oklahoma and visiting the site where Country Music first began, we will explore the richest cultural and
historical gems this country has to offer,” said Renee Blodgett, founder of We Blog the World.

Explore the coverage of the site after the fact by visiting each state’s section on http://www.weblogtheworld.com
and doing a search for #WBTWxAmerica on Instagram, Twitter and Facebook.
About We Blog the World
We Blog the World, the site dedicated to Transformative Travel, where Luxury and Adventure Meet, focuses on unique
adventure, cultural and wellness experiences from around the globe for the discerning, well-traveled globetrotter. Always
interested in the human side of travel, We Blog the World captures stories, experiences and visual highlights from every
continent in the world through a community of independent voices. For insights, stories and tips on luxury, adventure,
wellness and the best in culture and food/wine, follow We Blog the World on Facebook at
http://www.facebook.com/weblogtheworld, Twitter @weblogtheworld, Instagram @weblogtheworld, Flipagram
@weblogtheworld, YouTube and on Pinterest at: http://www.pinterest.com/weblogtheworld.
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